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Being near to you is central to our strategy. Our global presence means 

that our products are manufactured to strict international standards of 

safety and quality. Our local support means that we seve you at all times. 

Would you like to have more information about Bekaert WebMate® or 

discuss a specific project with one of our local sales representatives?

Feel free to contact us. 

drying.bekaert.com

sales.ncdpaper@bekaert.com

Modifications reserved

All details describe our products in general form only. For ordering and design only use offical 

specifications and documents. Unless otherwise indicated, all trademarks mentioned in this brochure 

are registerd trademarks of NV Bekaert SA or its subsidaries. © 2017 Bekaert

A local service supported 
by global presence

Minimize operating costs while improving quality
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WebMate® electrical infrared dryer



Bekaert Solaronics WebMate® for non-contact drying 
and profiling 
Bekaert Solaronics WebMate® is an electrical infrared non-contact drying solution consisting in electrical infrared modules and 
impingement nozzles that optimize the machine runnability. This unique combination delivers optimal energy efficiency. 

Our electrical emitters called eM24 consist of 6 infrared lamps mounted in front of an innovative ceramic reflective surface and 
protected with a quartz plate. The maximum capacity of one module is 24 kW (1 to 4 kW per lamp). 

Efficient radiation focus

ceramic reflector with
parabolic shape

  Hood dimensions   1 row: 568 mm MD x 598 mm height

  Module dimensions   143 mm CD* x 500 mm MD** 

  Module max power   24 kW

Options:
- cross direction moisture profiling
- automatic web width selection 
- reflector on the backside of the web
- pyrometer control for profiling temperature
- Websafe (patented water spray for optimal risk-free operation)

Why choose 
Bekaert Solaronics

The expert in 
infrared and air 
drying equipment

Thanks to our wide range of 
standard and customized infrared 
and air solutions, Bekaert can 
offer you products of the highest 
quality and performance. 

Global presence 

We are always near. With 
production facilities at strategic 
locations across the globe we 
operate in over 120 countries. 
This means the products and 
service we offer to you are 
consistent, worldwide.

Customer-driven 
innovation

To keep meeting the 
market’s needs, we are 
continuously gauging for your 
opinion about our products and 
services. Through benchmarks in 
terms of quality, energy efficiency 
and lifetime we can further 
improve our systems for the 
benefit of your process. 
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Guaranteed benefits of the eM24 electrical module

High efficiency

The module efficiency is optimum thanks to the high reflective properties of the ceramic reflector and a balanced cooling 
process of the lamps. The cooling air flow is direct and efficient: the incoming fresh air cools down directly the lamps and the 
connecters from below. Thanks to its outstanding heat resistance and reflectivity, the ceramic reflector doesn’t need any 
cooling, reducing consequently the electrical consumption.

Optimum radiation focus

The reflector body has a parabolic shape giving a better radiation focus. Lamps have a limited reflection on each other, the web
irradiance is homogeneous, avoiding wet streaks. The radiation focus is essential at narrow zone profiling (71.5 mm). 
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Air OUT
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Unique power regulation

The power regulation is based on a duty cycle control and is implemented using solid 
state relays. The control program is a patented Bekaert Solaronics algorithm 
running in standard PLC (Siemens, Rockwell), leading to a greater availability and 
faster lead times. In addition, the standardization of the components reduce 
significantly the service costs. 

infrared lamp

Cross-view of a WebMate® hood

reflective ceramic surface

impingement nozzle

connectors

quartz shield

quartz holder

cable tray

air cooling to the connectors

direct air cooling of the lamps
via the cooling holes

Gradator provides the highest possible control 
resolution by intelligent coordination of ON duty 
and OFF duty half cycles. No harmonic 
disturbances are generated. 
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WebMate® hood
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cooling 
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Quartz plate Lamp holders Ceramic reflectorIR lamp

*CD: cross direction
**MD: machine direction

Low maintenance

The technologically advanced reflector of the eM24 offers an outstanding resistance to operate at high temperatures and a very 
long lifetime.  As a result, the frequency and time spent on maintenance of the reflectors as well as replacement of parts are
drastically reduced. 

electrical module

3D views of the eM24 module


